
House Rules & 3 P’s

Steps to setting clear expectations and getting what
you both want between you and your teen.

 A pathway towards independence.



Hey Mama!
I’m Jeannie Baldomero. I wear many hats, I'm a wife, mom, and friend. I
specifically am passionate about equipping moms and mentors of
young teen girls to be confident in their identity. The identity that is

uniquely created for each individual girl given by a loving Creator. I am
here to help girls lessen the voices of the lies they hear and amplify the

truth about them.
 

I created this guide specifically for you. a mom who wears many hats
too!!  Use it as a communication tool between you and your teen. It is a

fluid document to revisit and revise.   The ultimate goal is to work
together, set realistic expectations, establish ownership of your teen’s
responsibilities and consequences and ultimately move her along a

pathway towards independence.
 



3P's

Prior to sitting with your teen, take time to fill in the 3 P’s worksheet.

The 3 P’s stands for Possession, Privileges and Possibilities. (Adopted
from Tough Guys and Drama Queens by Mark Gregston)

 
Possession:  anything other than the basic necessities needed to

survive. Examples are phone, Xbox, computer
 

Privileges:  Basic needs are clothing, shelter and food.  In our house,
anything else is considered a privilege.  Examples are screen time, 

hanging out with friends,  sports activities.
 

Possibilities:  Future privileges and possessions that they don’t already
have or events that they look forward to. Ex:  summer camps, concerts, 

sleepovers
 

Utilize the space to list out all possessions, privileges and possibilities
you currently allow in your home.  Now put an age as well as limitations

of responsibility attached to it.  (see example)
 

Repeat until your list of 3P’s have been agreed upon between you
and your spouse or another responsible adult.



3 P's List
Privileges, Possessions & Possibilities
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Age & Responsibilities/Privilege:



House Rules

Now onto filling your House Rules worksheet.

This is where you can invite your teen to sit and create your house rules
together.  See this as an opportunity to communicate together.  Know

what are non negotiables and negotiables prior to meeting.  5 solid rules
are typical.  Keep them broad, but use the lines to layout what that

means.  Making them crystal clear.
 

Consider these questions together when coming up with house rules.
 

What are your values? Do these rules align with them?
 

What are your expectations?
 

Are they realistic to the age?
 

Which are non negotiable?
 

What do you have to say about the negotiable ones?
 

Now that you have both established the rules,  it’s time to attach a
consequence to them.  I attach the most valuable of the 3 P’s to my teen

to the non negotiable rule.  (See example)  Utilize the 3 P’s to help
determine consequences with your teen.  This gives her full responsibility

for her actions and is clear of the consequences.
 

There is a space below for both you and your teen to sign as a binding
contract to your word and hers.   Remember to utilize this document as a

form of accountability.   This will leave plenty of room for relationship
building when expectations are clearly written and agreed upon.



2.

3.

4.

5.

House Rules

1.

Consequences

I agree to the follow the above rules and
understand the consequences if I do not.
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